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, three sets of fasts,
What triggers each series, and how long each one lasts,
When to start mentioning the powers, of the rains that will be comin’,

          

Is it at the very end of , or at its ,
          

Just mentioning rain, can be done on any day throughout the ,
But what day were we , to begin to say .

Three  Hashem keeps, including the one for the amount of rain on the Earth,
, the key to a woman giving birth,

The shlisel to , in the times of ,
Some say that the , is also never handed to a .

When the  would leave each other, this  they would repeat,
,  were sweet,

Was it the fruit or the shade, ,
          

The various rains of the season, ,
 and ,  and ,

          
, and to milk, wine and .

          
, and other ,

For the sins of , or , at night or by day,
Or because of those that are , and money they don’t pay.
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,eye’           
          

What day to begin , we need to keep a ,
Are we , on the third or seventh of ,

 we gave enough time, to return home for those who were ,
And sixty days after the , for those that are .

, and if it is still not rainy,
 are , ,

, and ,
Work is permitted, as well as  and .

Next comes a series of , implemented in phases,
More  are added, for each of the stages,

, and additional afflictions,
, and other restrictions.

, and  is averted,
In which  in , is  inserted.
No , when two friends will meet,

 or , , or hands and feet.

, a  if ok,
Can one be , and then repay,
Is  done with , or an added  selection,

, with  an exception.
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, the seven that are most severe,
          

The  should be a , with a voice that is redeeming,
, , are  or .

No initial fast on  or , even in times of crises,
Not on , or on Thursdays, to protect the prices,
The day before and after, those days listed in ,
The day the  was reestablished,  and .

More immediate action is needed, ,
On a  or , or ,

, if the  is focused,
,  - on locust.

So much powerful , with  as a headline,
He borrowed water for the , to pay back by a deadline,

 with a harsh comment, not expected from a leader,
,  like a cedar.

The story of  going off to work, while  went back for more ,
          

 the doctor, the ultimate ,
 proclaiming , on a passing .

, the  declares,
About  who brought rain, and then slept for seventy years,

 controlled the weather, almost by decree,
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 for those who did , divided into twenty four ,
, in twenty four ,

A  reserved for some families, so that everyone understood,
 for the , that donated wood.

On , the  were broken,
So many tragedies to speak of, some better left unspoken,

 was the day, both  were destroyed,
The city was plowed over, left empty and void.

, our  is diminished,
, , until the  is finished,

 and ,  and ,
          

 a day, of great celebration,
, and  was allowed back in the nation,

, a day  for ,
, focus on  not on .

          
          

          
          

It is important to remember, ,
The  only comes, through ,
May our learning of this , ,
Help bring the , .
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